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Start-up firms//

Dalen Strategies Ltd, London, UK
Sustainability and carbon consultancy

Dalen was founded as a response to the growing 
demand for specialist sustainability advice from 
property owners and occupiers. ‘Although the 
general economic environment is currently very 
challenging, we have found most people in the real 
estate sector understand that sustainability, as both 
a regulatory and environmental issue, is here to stay,’ 
says co-founder Sam Pickering, who set up the 
company with James Pack in April 2011. Both 
ex-military, Pickering and Pack entered the property 
profession at the end of their commissions.

Their focus, they say, is to show clients how to 
make sustainability part of their company culture, 
so that it becomes ‘a process that can drive their 
decision-making to enhance long-term profitability’, 
rather than simply ‘another legislative framework.’

The company’s first instruction was the ever-
expanding Mexican restaurant business, Wahaca. 
They now carry out all the chain’s sustainability 
services, from environmental assessments such as 
Ska Rating and BREEAM on new restaurants to 
achieving zero waste to landfill from operations.

The intention is to build Dalen into a sustainability 
consultancy that operates throughout the world, 
‘ensuring any company, either a specialist in real 
estate or simply an occupier of space, understands 
how to make sustainability part of their everyday 
decision- and policy-making’, says Pickering. The 
boon of having your own company is that you can be 
responsive to the market at all times, he adds, 
admitting that the trick will be to expand the firm 
while maintaining this light-footed approach.
dalenstrategies.com
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Southern Valuation and Consultancy, 
Dunedin, New Zealand

Commercial and residential valuation

The founders of Southern Valuation received a 
phone call from a mortgage broker at midday on 
Christmas Eve, asking if they could inspect a 
property that afternoon and have the report ready 
three days later. ‘We could and we did,’ says Adam 
Binns MRICS. The broker was so impressed, he says, 
that the firm now gets all his referral work. ‘That one 
relationship kept our business afloat in the first year. 
Without that work we could not have survived.’

This is a two-strong husband and wife team: 
registered valuer and chartered valuation surveyor 
Adam, and Lynne Binns, who has worked in 
administration in the property sector. The couple 
emigrated from the UK to New Zealand in 2004, and 
set up their business in September last year after 
running it part-time while Adam was employed as 
an investment property portfolio manager for 
Dunedin City Council.

‘The economy in New Zealand at the time was 
tough, but nowhere near as bad as in other parts of 
the world,’ says Adam. The couple spotted a gap in 
the valuation market in Dunedin ‘and decided to take 
advantage of a (hoped for) economic upturn’. Theirs 
is the only firm of chartered valuation surveyors in 
the city of 12,300 people – and, they believe, in New 
Zealand. So they have a broad brush, working with 
commercial, residential and lifestyle clients. The 
next move is to take on another valuer to help them 
grow the business – particularly in commercial 
property – and increase turnover.
southernvaluation.co.nz

The Doré Group, San Diego, US
Real estate advisory and valuation

After 28 years as a real estate consultant and valuer 
in the US and overseas, Lance W Doré FRICS teamed 
up with Richard Anderson – also a real estate 
consultant and valuer of 20 years’ standing – to 
found The Doré Group in August 2010.

‘In a climate of economic distress, real estate 
consulting is greatly needed to assist clients with 
work-outs, modifications and due diligence, as well 
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WE FELT THAT BIG BUSINESSES WOULD 
STRUGGLE TO COPE WITH THE SEVERE 
DOWNTURN, BUT THAT A NIMBLE FIRM 
COULD CAPITALISE ON THE SITUATION

as litigation support,’ says Doré. ‘When the economy 
improves, the consulting and valuation work 
transition toward transactional work.’ Hence their 
focus on complex real estate and valuation issues, 
serving legal, governmental and corporate clients.

It was a big bankruptcy case in New York City 
involving General Growth Properties and Howard 
Hughes Estates that put the firm on the map. Doré, 
who was retained by law firm Ropes & Gray (which 
was acting for Howard Hughes Estates), describes it 
as a partnership dispute over the bankruptcy of 
Summerlin, a 7,500-acre masterplan project in Las 
Vegas. ‘There was a significant amount of litigation 
support for the parties to determine the correct 
strategy and valuation issues to assist my client,’ he 
explains. The case concluded with a favourable result 
for his client, with an award of US$230m – including 
US$10m in fees, shared between all the consultants.

Over the next five years, The Doré Group hopes to 
mushroom from its current staff of six to between 10 
and 20 offices. In the meantime, Doré is juggling ‘the 
many hats you are needed to wear’ as the president 
and CEO of a small business, from human resources 
and accounting to quality control, technology, 
marketing and deliverables. Even so, he says, he is 
enjoying ‘not having to conform to a larger mission 
statement or profit requirement that may not 
necessarily meet my clients’ or my firm’s needs’.
thedoregroup.com

Personal Touch Surveying,  
Wakefield, UK

Residential surveying and energy consultancy

In May 2008, the UK housing market was starting to 
decline and the economy was entering recession. 
Three-and-a-half years on, Personal Touch 
Surveying has a senior management team of four, 31 
chartered surveyors across the country, and a six-
strong central support team. ‘We set up because 
lenders and panel managers were seeking 
independent and quality surveys on a national basis,’ 
explains co-founder Dev Malle. ‘We were confident 
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that we could deliver these requirements, 
underpinned by a strong focus on quality.’

Personal Touch Surveying is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Personal Touch Holdings, where Malle 
is sales and marketing director. This means the 
company can be quick to respond ‘with the benefit 
of a corporate sitting behind us in the guise of our 
parent’. For Personal Touch Surveying, it’s all about 
quality. ‘We undertake customer satisfaction 
surveys, and 100% of the feedback we have received 
rates our service as good or excellent,’ says Malle.

The firm’s core business is residential surveying, 
but it has also added energy compliance and 
consultancy in the hope that these additional 
services will keep it ahead of its competitors. To 
date, the company’s most significant project is the 
delivery of 1,200 commercial Energy Performance 
Certificates for Ernst & Young. The firm’s vision is  
to be the leading property surveying and 
environmental consultancy, relied upon by both 
property professionals and consumers.
personaltouchsurveyors.co.uk

Cavendish Maxwell, Dubai
Commercial property valuation

In October 2008, when Cavendish Maxwell was 
founded, the Dubai property boom was in full swing 
– but Jay Grant MRICS and Adam Wellfair MRICS 
were expecting an imminent reversal. ‘We felt that 
big businesses would struggle to cope with the severe 
downturn, but a nimble firm with minimal overheads 
could capitalise on the situation,’ explains Grant.

Some firms did end up scaling back or closing 
completely. ‘We positioned ourselves to benefit from 
this and won a number of instructions as a result,’ 
Grant says. But he admits that they were surprised 
by the severity of the downturn. ‘It didn’t so much 
slow down as stop completely. Literally overnight.’

At the time the two Brits set up shop, ‘the 
requirement for residential property valuations was 
effectively eliminated, with banks ceasing to extend 
credit facilities in order to safeguard their own 
balance sheets,’ says Grant. So they concentrated on 
commercial property valuations, and now carry out 
valuations for 15 banks across the region.

The pair’s resilience has paid off, and they are now 
10-strong and have just bought their own office – at 
a quarter of its 2008 value, according to Grant. It’s 
been tough but worth it for Cavendish Maxwell. ‘We 
both left relatively well-paid positions and our 
combined salary during our first six months was 
zero,’ Grant says. ‘But we saw an opportunity to start 
something out of nothing and were prepared to make 
huge sacrifices to be successful.’
cavendishmaxwell.com
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I LOVE WHAT I’M DOING AND THIS 
GIVES ME AN ENORMOUS POWER 
EVERY DAY. OTHERWISE IT WOULD  
NOT BE POSSIBLE TO WORK 12  
HOURS A DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
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Mocuntia Property Consulting, 
Schondorf/Ammersee, Germany

Technical asset management 

Mocuntia’s founder, Bernd Rosoly MRICS, was a 
victim of the economic downturn. A building 
surveyor and civil engineer by trade, he found 
himself unemployed in 2009, and set up as a 
freelance consultant for major consulting firms. ‘It 
was amazing how soon I was in a direct contractual 
relationship with my first major client,’ he says.

Mocuntia now operates with six freelancers, and 
prides itself on being fleet of foot, starting site 
surveys and data room checks just a day or two after 
winning a job. The firm’s focus is the technical 
transaction service in the real estate sector – an 
expertise Rosoly built up over 10 years.

‘I’m developing a very detailed checklist for real 
estate site surveys and a programme of how to do a 
test-driven development. More and more clients are 
asking for our technical transaction service because 
they realise that many investors and funds bought 
“rubbish” prior to the big economic crisis and have 
a lot of technical problems with the properties today. 
In order to avoid the same problems they now want 
a more detailed technical survey.’

Rosoly’s ambition is to be 20-strong in the next 
few years, developing additional services along the 
way and strengthening customer loyalty. He also 
hopes to attract more international clients who want 
to invest in the German real estate market. 

Unsurprisingly, the greatest upside to starting his 
own business is that no-one can fire him. ‘I’m free to 
do things that are impossible as part of a big firm. I 
love what I’m doing and this gives me an enormous 
power every day. Otherwise it would not be possible 
to work 12 hours a day, seven days a week.’
mocuntia.com

McNeil Commercial, Bath, UK
Commercial property

Jamie McNeil MRICS simply decided he didn’t want 
to work for a big organisation any more. ‘I was billing 
well, and thought that even if I bill a 10th of this in 
my first year we could survive financially.’ 

He claims the economic climate of October 2009, 
when he starting trading, was irrelevant. ‘There are 
always going to be reasons not to start a business,’ he 
says. His model is structured around people’s desire 
to save money, which is appropriate for a tough 
marketplace. ‘My fees are generally based on a 
percentage of what I save my clients,’ he explains, 
although he is equally happy to work on an hourly 
rate, retainer or fixed fee.

The company’s raison d’être is to help commercial 
property occupiers, and McNeil specialises in 
service charge work. ‘When I was managing property 
for landlords, I saw a lot of occupiers pay more than 
they should have because they weren’t getting 
excellent advice. There is still a lot of dissatisfaction 
from occupiers with regard to how service charges 
are operated and administered.’

Interestingly, he made a conscious decision to 
start completely from scratch and not bring business 
or clients with him: ‘It was a sink or swim situation 
and that was what I wanted.’ He spent the first month 
cold calling and meeting people. ‘I was fortunate that 
Subway, Hobbycraft and discount retailer The Range 
gave me a chance to show what I could do.’ They all 
became clients. He hopes to have a £1m turnover in 
five years’ time, but in the meantime is enjoying 
being ‘master of my own destiny’.
mcneilcommercial.co.uk

Darwin Construction Contracts and 
Costs Consultancy, Hong Kong
Construction valuation and contracts

Daniel Sum MRICS benefited from low rent and 
start-up costs when he established his business in 
2007. At the time, Hong Kong was just recovering 
from the recession following the 2003 SARS 
epidemic. He focuses on providing surveyors’ 
services to contracting SMEs in Hong Kong’s 
building and construction industry, many of whom 
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don’t have such services in-house. ‘We advise our 
clients not just on the construction costs valuation 
of their works, but also on construction contracts 
so they have a comprehensive understanding of 
their financial and contractual position,’ he explains.

The firm was launched with a project for a glass 
reinforced fibre concrete contractor in Hong Kong; 
Darwin provided consultancy on quantity surveying 
and construction claims for the specialist contractor 
on the Venetian Macao hotel and casino resort.

Sum can see myriad benefits of running his own 
show, from being the main decision-maker to not 
having to share the financial rewards with 
shareholders. But he admits that clients sometimes 
have more confidence in bigger, more established 
firms, and says it can be ‘hard to find the suitable 
clients and difficult to build confidence in clients’. 
More established businesses also ‘have a higher 
bargaining power with the clients over the prices of 
works’. Despite this, he hopes to grow Darwin from 
a two-strong outfit into a medium-sized firm with 
at least 10 specialists.

Black Olive Ventures, India
Development management 

In June 2011, the property market in India was flat. 
Too many projects had been launched and execution 
was proving a challenge for many developers. In the 
midst of this gloomy economic market, and with  
a second recession forecast, Sunil Agarwal FRICS 
and Naveen Garg saw an opportunity for ‘owner 
representation’ in real estate development.

‘Many people had burnt their hands by getting 
into the wrong projects at the wrong time,’ explains 
Agarwal, an urban planner and civil engineer. ‘Real 
estate development was considered an easy side 
business, without any real skill involved, and 
matured players could not hire a good team of 
professionals.’ They also anticipated that, in the 
long term, there would be a strong demand for real 
estate in India for the next 15-20 years.

With their combined experience – Garg is an 
architect and project manager – the pair founded 
Black Olive Ventures (BOV), which specialises in 
owner representation. ‘The key is empowerment in 
decision-making, and that comes from the approach 
of being the owner’s representative rather than a 
service provider,’ says Agarwal.

So far, BOV has little competition, and the 
company employs a unique combination of people 
who can cover development from all sides of the 
table. Currently involved in four major development 
projects with Supratik Estates, their aim is to have 
around 12-15m sq ft of projects under their 

management within the next five years. ‘The 
challenge is that, while there are many takers for the 
service, the industry benchmarks have not yet been 
set,’ says Agarwal. ‘However, we anticipate that more 
and more landlords and funds will now opt for a 
development manager over a classic developer.’  

Earl Kendrick Associates, London  
and south-west England, UK

Building surveying, interior design and  
project management

Julian Davies MRICS says he hit a ceiling at his 
previous firm, being a director but not a shareholder. 
So he set up on his own in February 2011, when the 
market was gloomy and uncertain. But for Davies, 
this was an advantage: ‘I saw it as a good time to set 
up a small company, providing an expert service 
while offering competitive fees because of my low 
overhead base,’ he explains. Earl Kendrick’s focus is 
on high-quality residential property, from large 
developments to private residences. 

The personal service that Davies can offer suits 
premium clients, many of whom have busy lifestyles 
or are from overseas. ‘I often take calls at night or 
over the weekend,’ he says.

A key premium client is a prime residential estate 
in Kensington, London, where Davies is retained as 
surveyor. The company has carried out various 
major improvement schemes, including the 
refurbishment of the pool area and an internal 
communal lobby, which involved working alongside 
a top-end interior designer.

Over the next five years, Davies hopes to ‘build a 
brand that is recognised as providing the highest 
quality services in the sector,’ as well as setting up a 
base in south-west England and possibly expanding 
overseas. So far, he is enjoying having control over 
the direction of his firm but admits to working long 
hours, always with a degree of uncertainty.
earlkendrick.co.uk

I SAW IT AS A GOOD TIME TO SET UP, 
PROVIDING AN EXPERT SERVICE WHILE 
OFFERING COMPETITIVE FEES BECAUSE 
OF MY LOW OVERHEAD BASE
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PASSIONATE ABOUT THE 
BUILT ENVIRONMENT?
We are … and we have been for 90 years. Our industry expertise allows us to provide 
specialist courses for property and construction professionals, by supported distance 
learning.

We offer diploma, undergraduate and postgraduate courses. Degree courses are awarded 
by the University of Reading and the Open University, and accredited by RICS, CIOB and other 
professional bodies.

BSc(Hons) in Building Services 
Quantity Surveying, Building 
Surveying, Construction 
Management, Estate Management, 
Property Management and Quantity 
Surveying  

Diplomas in Construction Practice, 
Surveying Practice and Shopping 
Centre Management  

MBA in Real Estate and Construction 
Management  

MSc in Real Estate  

Postgraduate Diploma in Adjudication  

Postgraduate Diploma in Arbitration  

Postgraduate Diploma/MSc in 
Conservation of the Historic 
Environment  

Postgraduate Diploma/MSc in 
Facilities Management  

Postgraduate Diploma/MSc in 
Property Investment

Postgraduate Diploma/MSc in 
Surveying  
(Graduate Development Programme)

RICS Postgraduate Diploma in 
Project Management  

To further your career call 0800 019 9697 (quoting ref. MD11), email courses!cem.ac.uk or 
visit our website.
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